
Robert Smith
Grocery Bagger

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Likable and dedicated Grocery Bagger with over 6 years of experience in a fast-paced company. 
Eager to offer superb analytical and computer skills to help the company grow its client base. 
Seeking to be an active team member for an ethical organization that offers career growth and 
advancement opportunities.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Spanish, Leadership, and Management.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Grocery Bagger
ABC Corporation  July 2007 – May 2010 
 Assisted customers in selecting and purchasing items.
 Transported purchased merchandise to customers vehicles.
 Assisted in loading and unloading the grocery items.
 Transported stock from storage to stock areas.
 Responsible for supervising 2-3 workers and closing the store.
 Placed customers purchased goods into bags, maximizing space while avoiding overloading.
 Ensured the customer was completely satisfied by assisting with carrying out groceries.

Grocery Bagger
Delta Corporation  2004 – 2007 
 Grocery Bagger Bag groceries Stock shelves Help customers.
 Greeted and acknowledged customers Ensured that each customer receives exceptional 

service Provided a friendly environment and maintained outstanding.
 Took extreme care to properly bag food and household goods so that crushing or damage was

eliminated Packaged goods matching how they would be stored,.
 Placed customers purchased goods into bags, maximizing space whole avoiding overloading.
 They ensured the customer was completely satisfied by assisting with carrying out groceries.
 Completed other duties as assigned, such as returning unwanted merchandise, retrieving 

special products at the customers request.
 Greeted customers in a friendly manner Proficiently bagged customers groceries Politely 

assisted customers with unloading groceries in there.

EDUCATION

Philosophy, Spanish, Math, English - (Kaskaskia College - Centralia, IL)
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